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Working With Umpires Betters The Game
By JOHN BENNETT
Longtime Umpire
Last month we discussed the third team on the field: the umpire crew. Here are some thoughts from an umpire’s
perspective on how players and coaches can work with umpires for the betterment of the game.
Players
Umpires for the most part do not interact with players during a game and umpire manuals have clear language about
not fraternizing with players. That is the way it should be.
The players have a job to do, so unless it is pertinent to the action in a game an umpire should not initiate conversations
with them nor engage in idle chitchat.
My experience has been that players do not initiate conversations with umpires except for an occasional “hello,” or a
catcher introducing himself or herself to the plate umpire at the beginning of the game. Again, that is the way it should
be.
But because umpires and players share the field, there are a few instances where they could work together to make
each of their jobs easier:
:% /+ 8$1(2! "*(-&4/ /+ 8!$ 6 1$.%3'$4,/(1$=2/.2(3(.- -#-.3!+."* his or her view.
: 3"'$122'.4+#-.3'.+#3'$&+.5$3..+.-& %3$1 ! ++" ++.3 2".,,.-!43 +2. ! #' !(3(2%.1 " 3"'$1(23.
turn around to the plate umpire to ask where the pitch was.
: 33$122'.4+#-.3#1 6 +(-$6(3'3'$(1! 33.(-dicate a pitch was too far inside or outside to be called a strike, nor
gesture to indicate a pitch was too high or too low.
For these last two bullets, umpires view these actions as arguing balls and strikes. Usually the umpire will say
something to the catcher if it is done more than once. Hopefully the catcher gets the message, as a plate umpire does
want to establish good rapport with a catcher. Remember, in all codes the rules state that an umpire should warn a team
for arguing balls and strikes and take further action if not stopped. And a plate umpire certainly wants a team’s firststring catcher to play the entire game.
Base coaches
Most base coaches do not have a lot of interaction with umpires. Here are few items which may be detrimental to a
good working relationship with umpires:
: ! 2$". "', *(-& !(&2 %$2(&- +.18$++(-&;2 %$<.- "+.2$/+ 8 3 ! 2$'(22(&- + -#5$1! +" ++!$+.-&2
3.4,/(1$2 -#3'$82'.4+#!$3'$.-+8.-$6'.42$(3.-3'$%($+#3(2 #(231 "3(.-3.3'$umpire and can confuse both
the offensive and defensive players.
:4--(-&3.6 1#3'$/+ 3$ -#, *(-& +.4#".,,$-3 %3$1 04$23(.- !+$231(*$" ++$$3'$".,,$-32 !.5$ !.43
arguing balls and strikes.
:.5(-&.43.%3'$". "'=2!.73.3 +*3.3'$#ugout or on-deck hitter. By rule, a coach must stay in the coach’s box
unless signaling a runner or moving out of the way of a fielder.
All coaches

Especially at the higher levels, the game management part of an umpire’s job is critical. We realize that the nature of
3'$ ".-3$23 2.,$3(,$2 +$ #2 3.  #(%%$1$-"$ .% ./(-(.- !$36$$-  ". "' -# - 4,/(1$  . '.6 " - 6$ 1$ "' 
compromise such that we respect the job that each of us has during the game and work together in a way which is
respectful of the game of softball? Here are a few suggestions from an umpire’s perspective:
Balls and strikes
: 1&4(-&! ++2231(*$2.-3'$%(123%$6/(3"'$2(2-.3 &..#6 83.23 133'$& ,$
: 1&4(-&! ++231(*$2%1.,3'$#4&.43.-(- and out pitches really makes no sense to umpires; we know the angle from
the dugout makes it very difficult to determine whether a pitched ball hit the corner or just missed.
:-23$ #.%(-2(23(-&3'$/+ 3$4,/(1$(2,(22(-&3'$/(3"'" ++2/$1' /2!$36een innings you can ask how far they are
missing or ask the umpire what you can tell your pitcher so she can make adjustments.
:%8.404$23(.-3'$231(*$9.-$.1 )4#&,$-3" ++-.36.13'&.(-&.-3.3'$%($+#3.#(2"422#.(3/1(5 3$+8!$36$$-
innings.
:$++(-&;6'$1$6 23' 3/(3"'< -#3'$-2 8(-&;6 23 +*(-&3.,8" 3"'$1<, *$23'(231 -2/ 1$-36 8.% 1&4(-&
balls and strikes even worse.
Judgment calls
:4--(-&.43.%3'$#4&.433. 1&4$ )4#&,$-3" ++!$%.1$ -4,/(1$' 2" ++$#3(,$.43 is contrary to the rules of the
& ,$(-"$3'$! ++(223(+++(5$4-3(+ -4,/(1$" ++2;3(,$<24"' "3(.-".4+#/433'$". "'(- /.2(3(.-3' 3(-3$1%$1$s
6(3'  /+ 8 % 3' 3 3$ , (2 .- .%%$-2$ ". "'=2 (-3$1%$1$-"$ 1$24+32 (-  14--$1 !$(-& #$"+ 1$# out and all runners
returning to the last base touched.
:2(-& +.4#$1 -#.1'(&'$15.("$$(3'$16'$- //1. "'(-& -4,/(1$.1 33'$5$18!$&(--(-&.%3'$#(2"422(.- 
nice word for argument), is not the way to start the interaction.
:$2341(-&#4ring the discussion with an umpire is considered showing up an umpire and could result in an ejection.
:.1&$3 !.433'$/+ 83' 3' //$-$#36..13'1$$(--(-&2$ 1+($1.1(- /1$5(.42& ,$ 2".-3(-4(-&3.".,,$-3
about it does nobody any good. Please leave past history for the books and stay in the now.
Let the umpires do their job
:$++(-& !.43(++$& +/(3"'$2, *$2(3#(%%("4+3%.13'$4,/(1$3." ++3'$,.6(%6$" ++.-$(3 //$ 123' 3 ". "'
can influence an umpire.
:$++(-& 3 -4,/(1$ to “watch that runner leaving early” makes it difficult to call it for the same reason as the above
bullet.
:1 6(-&+(-$2.-3'$%($+#2'.6(-&6'$1$3'$! 33$16 2.43.%!.76'$1$ /(3"'6 26'$1$3'$14--$12+(# -#
missed the base, etc. is another action often considered “crossing the line.”
:'$-, *(-&24!23(343(.-2&.3.3'$/+ 3$4,/(1$ -#&(5$3'$"' -&$2(-23$ #.%'.++$1(-&3'$,' +%6 8%1.,3'$
dugout. Most codes strongly encourage the umpire to have the coach next to them so he or she can verify that the change
is being made exactly as the coach wants it.
:1.3$"38.41/+ 8$12%1.,4-2/.13(-&!$' 5(.1-"$ -(-"(#$-3.""412'.68.41$ "3(2(,/.13 -3%8.42$$ - "3
of unsporting behavior by your player, prevent her from being ejected by getting her calmed down. Umpires respect that
and will tolerate game intensity if controlled by the coaches.
:.++(-&& ,$! ++2.43.%3'$#4&.433.6 1#3'$/+ 3$ 1$ 6'$--$(3'$13'$" 3"'$1-.1/+ 3$4,/(1$ 1$6 3"'(-&
(2# -&$1.42%6$#. not see the ball coming, somebody could step on it and get hurt. And the plate umpire, who is
#.(-&'4-#1$#2.%204 32#41(-&3'$& ,$3.&$3(-3.'(2.1'$12$3/.2(3.-3." ++ /(3"'#.$2-.3 //1$"( 3$' 5(-&
to bend over again to pick up the ball.

The bottom line is that the coaches who are respected by umpires are the coaches who are respectful of the game
regardless of the situation. Umpires recognize that a coach should have passion for the game and fight for their team, but
they appreciate the coach who will maintain a professional decorum.
6$+".,$ -824&&$23(.-2%1., ". "'$2=/$12/$"3(5$.-'.64,/(1$2" -6.1*!$33$16(3'". "'$2, (+me at
bennettjoh@sbcglobal.net.
	
  

